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Fred could resist ___ what to do and what not to do.A. being told B.

telling C. to be told D. to tell2.A Dream of the Red Chamber is said

___ into dozens of languages in the last decade.A. to have been

translated B. to translateC. to be translated D. to have

translated3.The letter seemed ___ by a child.A. to have written B. to

writeC. to be writing D. to have been written4.As ___ announced in

todays papers, the Shanghai Export Commodities Fair is also open

on Sundays.A. being B. is C. to be D. been5.We left the meeting,

there obviously ___ no point in staying.A. were B. being C. to be D.

having6.His extravagance reduced him ___ for his living.A. to beg B.

from begging C. to begging D. into begging7.The mother didnt

know who ___ for the broken glass.A. blamed B. be blamed C. to

blame D. would blame8.When I caught him ___ , I stopped buying

things there and started dealing withanother shop.A. cheating B.

cheat C. to cheat D. to be cheating9.The second book was ___ by

August 1952, but two years later, the end was still nowhere in sight.A.

completed B. to have completedC. to complete D. to have been

completed10.There is more land in Australia than the government

knows ___ .A. what to do with B. how to do C. to do with it D. to do

it1.Can you have your report ___ tomorrow?A. finish B. finished C.

to finish D. finishing2.Silver is the best conductor of electricity,

copper ___ it closely.A. followed B. following C. to follow D. being



followed3.I dont like bills, but when I do get them I like ___ them

promptly.A. to get, paying B. getting, to pay C. to get, to pay D.

getting, paying4.Because of the unexpected changes, they postponed

___ us an answer.A. giving B. have given C. to give D. to have

given5.Young people often feel an urge to try ___ before the age set

by law.A. a smoking B. smoke C. to smoke D. smoking6.As a public

relations officer, he is said ____ some very influential people.A. to

know B. to be knowingC. to have been knowing D. to have

known7.Some people viewed the findings with caution, noting that a

cause-and-effect relationship between passive smoking and cancer

remains ___ .A. to be shown B. to have shownC. to have been shown

D. being shown8.If I had remembered the window, the thief would

not have got in.A. to close B. closing C. to have closed D. having

closed9.If you want ___ you have to get the fund somewhere.A. that

the job is done B. the job doneC. to have done the job D. the job that

is done10.Mr. Johnson preferred ___ heavier work to do.A. to be

given B. to be giving C. to have given D. having given 100Test 下载
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